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Background
a. South Korea

Although Korea in the world is small in size, 
it is growing rapidly into a country with great presence.
Accordingly, expectations and interest in Korea are growing worldwide.

Culture

K-Pop
K-Drama 
K-Beauty
K-Food 
K-Film 
K-Art
eSports
    
  

South Korea
2021 Bloomberg, world's No. 1 innovation country
2021 World passport ranking Top 3
2021 OECD Economic Outlook Top 9
2020 DKV COVID-19 Regional Safety Assessment Top 3
2020 World's No. 1 exemplary country to cope with COVID-19
2020 National brand value Top 10
2020 World military power Top 6

Product

The world's No. 1 item Top 11
SAMSUNG
LG
HYUNDAI
KIA
LOTTE
Cuckoo

Industry
IT
Shipbuilding
Semiconductor
home appliances
Science and technology
Game
R&G

84.4% said ‘Yes’ to revisit Korea within the next 3 years 84.4%
Survey on the willingness of foreign tourists to revisit
Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism, 2018
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The area where foreigners travel when they visit Korea
Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism, 2019

16.8%
14.9%

9.9%Jeju
Gangwon

Jeolla
Incheon

Chungcheong
Gyeongsang

Gyeonggi
Seoul

7.8%
3.2%
8.0%
4.1%

76.4%

Types of tour program by purpose of visit
KATA, 2020 .03

Culture/History 82.7%

Nature/Scenery 14.5%

Medical tourism 2.3%Sports/Leisure 0.5%

Seoul
Unesco Heritage Sites

Therefore, the inbound travel industry in Korea
must also change.
In Korea, excellent cultural resources are hidden 
throughout the region, however, many tour programs are still
concentrated in Seoul, Busan, and Jeju Island

We need new travel contents for foreign travelers
to experience more of Korea's local culture.

Background
b. Travel Industry
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INSIDE KOREA TRAVEL offers
rich and vivid real local
experiences in Korea and
quality travel contents that you
have never experienced before.

Shopping 66.2%

Food/Gourmet tour 61.3%

Experience nature 36.3%

Historical and cultural sites 23.6%

Modern culture 19.4%

Vacation 19%

Reasons why tourists chose to visit South Korea
STASTIC, 2019

The reasons to choose Korea as a tourist destination
KATA, 2020

Background
c. Our Business
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Traditional culture experience 26.9%   

Visit must-eat place  21.2%

Hallyu and popular culture 15.2%

Enjoying the natural scenery 14.5%

Shopping and medical tourism 11.4% 

Others 10.8%



We cooperate with more than three village companies and local cooperatives
to proceed with one tour program and allow travelers to immerse themselves
in 100% local culture by commenting on local residents who know the region
better than anyone else.

We do
- Promote the revitalization of the local economy through sustainable tourism
- Plan a local tour program that utilizes the characteristics of the region 
   in cooperation with local residents
- Promote the diverse Korean tourism industry distributed nationally
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INSIDE KOREA TRAVEL plans trips that
connect foreign travelers and local people 
through local culture.
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In addition, INSIDE KOREA TRAVEL pursues sustainable trip
where travelers and local residents could be all happy.

Background
d. Our Direction
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Improve travel satisfaction by arranging
professional guides that suit the needs  

and tastes of travelers    

Traveler

적정한 여행기획수수료로 지속가능한 여행사 운영

인싸이드코리아트래블
Create jobs and revitalize the local economy    

through the influx of foreign travelers

Local cultural producer   
(local resident)

Improving the quality of travel by paying
    appropriate wages to guides and drivers

Guide



If you walk alone, you may go faster, but if you walk with a companion who supports you, you will have 
a lot of fun stories, and you can rely on each other to share a longer path. INSIDE KOREA TRAVEL 
doesn't think it can be a good trip just because the plan is perfect or the guide speaks well alone. A 
happy trip for travelers, guides, drivers, travel agencies, and local residents is all our dream trip.

INSIDE KOREA TRAVEL communicates with more than five local residents, including restaurant owners, 
guide, and village companies to plan a trip. INSIDE KOREA TRAVEL believes that the story of local 
residents is a real living story. Also, we are desperate to find forgotten local stories and show it to 
you.We hope your trip to Korea that we're planning will leave unforgettable memories for you.

같이의 가치

If you want to go far, go togetherIf you want to go far, go together

Background
d. Our Direction
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Company name

The date of establishment

CEO

Business field

INSIDE KOREA TRAVEL

October 2021

Jeong Gaya

Inbound travel business

About Us
a. Overview

+82-10-7773-9073

ikoreatravel@gmail.com

7F, 40, Cheonggyecheon-ro, Jung-gu,
Seoul, Republic of Korea

isk.imweb.me

facebook.com/insidekoreatravel

instagram.com/ikoreatravel_official

insidekoreatravel.blogspot.com
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About Us
b. Our Identity
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[Story of Our Logo] In Korea, excellent tourism contents such as UNESCO cultural heritage, 
Slow City, and Ramsar Wetland are hidden like treasures throughout the country. 
INSIDE KOREA TRAVEL makes a trip that can utilize tourism resources distributed across the 
country and provides you with a rich Korean real local experience.
Considering this, the logo of INSIDE KOREA TRAVEL is the Taegeuk pattern that INSIDE KOREA 
TRAVEL is a ‘specialized travel agency in Korea’ and it is made by embodying Korean cultural 
heritage elements and natural elements such as Korean temples and pagodas, which are Korean 
tourism resources.
 

[Story of Our Symbol] Since old times, tigers have been expressed as animals that bring good 
luck and symbolize repayment of kindness in Korea. In addition, the map of Korea, which 
combines the South and the North, is like a tiger standing with its front feet up. For this reason, 
the symbol of INSIDE KOREA TRAVEL was created based on the symbolism of this tiger.

Sym
bol Variation



About Us
b. Our Identity
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#SustainableTourism   #LocalTourism   #VillageTourism   #Cooperation

O u r  M i s s i o n

- Contribute to sustainable tourism in Korea.

- Promote Korean local dishes around the world.

- Record, plan, and promote the forgotten culture to the world.



In order to create curious
and interesting stories from
the perspective of foreigners, 
INSIDE KOREA TRAVEL
constantly explores and
studies Korea.

Seoul
Unesco Heritage Sites

About Us
c. History

2021

2020
 
  

- Plan and conduct travel contest of five northwestern border
   islands in the West Sea from Korea Tourism Organization

- Plan and conduct the sector of disabled and vulnerable social
   group of tourism from Seoul Tourism Association 

- Plan and conduct the development of fair travel & fair trade
   domestic travel from Social Enterprise Promotion Agency

‘Only Tour Korea’ support project 

History of INSIDE KOREA TRAVEL

2021 

2015-2021

2020

2017-2019

- Support for collaborative projects of Korean Tourism Organization

- ‘11th project to foster social entrepreneur’ hosted
   by Korea Social Enterprise Promotion Agency

- Team leader of the domestic tourism team from ‘Only Tour Korea’,
   the social enterprise fair travel agency

- Achieve Tourist Guide (English) and Domestic Tour Guide
   certifications

- Tour Conductor (Experience in Europe, Africa, and South America) 
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This is a trip centered on small cities using UNESCO World Heritage Sites, temples (temple stays), 
and *Slow City owned by each region for travelers who want to experience the unique culture of 
small cities that cannot be experienced in colorful large cities or travelers who are interested in 

Korean history and culture. This is a trip to visit cultural heritages owned by each region for more 
than 3 nights and 4 days, focusing on the region.

*A movement to revive the local culture and local economy in which local residents are the main body
while protecting the unique resources(natural environment, traditional industry, culture, food, etc.) of the region.

A total of 15 cities (as of 2021) are certified as slow cities in Korea

Culture & History Travel

Our Travel
a. Cultural Travel
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Our Travel
b. Eco Travel
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It is a trip for travelers who want to enjoy eco-tourism in quiet farming, fishing, and mountain 
villages in Korea. Korea is surrounded by the sea on three sides and has a lot of environmental 

resources because of the Taebaek Mountains.
So we provide variety of activities only available in farming, fishing, and mountain villages in 

Korea. Collaboration with 56 regions, 187 community businesses, and local breweries enrich travel 
to farming, fishing, and mountain villages.

Rural Travel



Our Travel
c. Social Enterprise Travel
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This is a trip for foreign government-related organizations that want to explore and get to know 
Korea's Social economic and for those who want to deeply understand social culture, such as for-
eign middle and high school students. There are various social and economic institutions in Korea. 

Cooperatives, village company, social enterprises, and self-sufficiency enterprises.
We plan to allow travelers to naturally respect the environment and culture by experiencing at 

restaurants run by village cooperatives and rural activities and guest houses run by village compa-
nies. Not only visit social and economic institutions, but also visit local tourist attractions so that 

local residents and travelers can have cultural exchanges.

Social Enterprise Travel



* An independent trip made up of family, friends, and acquaintances.

All tours of INSIDE KOREA TRAVEL are centered on *private tours.
The tour will only be held on a planned and safe schedule, excluding shopping schedules and tour options.

We guarantee a safe and high-quality trip.

Safe trip

High-intensity preventive measures

Our Travel
d. COVID Solution
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- Implement social distancing at all times

- Provide one KF90 mask per day and make sure to wear it 
   at all times

- Provide personal hand sanitizer and make sure to use it 
   at all times

- Place hand sanitizer in the car and accommodation

- Check the temperature at every departure/arrival

In the event of symptoms or close contact
- Provide a comfortable and safe environment by providing
   accommodation, meals, and household items for 14 days
   of quarantine

- Provide self-health care kit

- Conduct health monitoring twice a day during quarantine

- Support for all procedures before/during/after the quarantine

- Provide all communication with the COVID-19 team
   during quarantine and establish a 24-hour emergency network

- Provide necessary prescriptions and hospital work in case of 
   worsening symptoms or an emergency


